Do you like a challenge? Do you like working with dedicated and talented people? We would love to speak with you about opportunities at Ascend Analytics!

We are seeking an Energy Analyst for either our Boulder, CO or Oakland, CA office. We’d like someone who brings industry experience, a fresh perspective and a desire to make a big impact. The ideal candidate has a strong background in the energy industry, economics, finance or engineering and exhibits high levels of leadership and professionalism.

**Energy Analyst**

This position will help Ascend Analytics bring energy analytics to support energy decision analysis in resource planning, renewable generation, energy storage, energy risk management software to electric utilities and other energy industry clients. We're looking for talented individuals with a serious commitment to energy analytics, software, empirical modeling, financial engineering and portfolio management.

**Job Responsibilities and Essential Functions**

- Perform quantitative analysis and work collaboratively
- Devise new approaches to represent results that provide support for decision analysis
- Assimilate complex information into readily understood reports and presentations
- Perform in-depth analysis of power market operations
- Provide clients with expertise in the areas of analytic modeling for risk management, asset valuation, resource planning, and renewable integration
- Solve complex analytic problems to make mission critical decisions for energy supply
- Apply “best business practices” and standards for energy risk management and relate them to the Ascend software solution
- Write documentation, specify software functionality and develop training videos
- Serve as a technical resource for scoping, building, deploying, and launch activities
- Provide clients with on-site and web-based software training
- Devise new approaches to represent results that provide real-time support for decision analysis

**Skills & Knowledge**

- Strong interpersonal skills, teamwork skills and work ethic
- Excellent verbal and written communication skills
- Ability to prioritize multiple assignments and problem solve with minimum supervision
- Excellent organizational skills
- Demonstrated track record of working with clients and team
- Knowledge of structured programming
- Proficiency with analytic software programming (SAS, R, Python or other languages)
- Familiarity with database programs (SQL, Oracle)

**Education & Experience**

- Energy industry experience, including knowledge of deregulated power market operations
- Financial engineering background, including knowledge of stochastic processes, Monte Carlo simulation, option pricing theory and numerical methods
- Software development experience
- Project management experience
- Must have an undergraduate degree to apply; advanced degrees in finance, economics, engineering, and energy may be preferable
Who We Are

Founded in 2002, Ascend Analytics is a software development company that provides portfolio and risk management solutions for the energy industry. Our solutions are part of the “clean tech” energy revolution delivering core analytic infrastructure and data to chief risk officers, portfolio managers and strategic planners.

Ascend provides a collaborative work culture involving frequent interaction with clients where individual initiative and creativity are highly valued. The environment at Ascend offers employees an opportunity to learn, grow and take on responsibilities sooner than what may be offered in larger corporations. Interactions with senior management happen on a daily basis and hard work never goes unnoticed.

We have offices in Boulder, CO, Oakland, CA and Bozeman, MT and are constantly working on solving exciting and challenging problems. We offer flexible work hours with a relaxed environment and opportunities for domestic and international travel. Excellent benefits are available, including medical, dental, vision, and a 401k plan. Ascend values their employees’ overall well-being and we contribute a monthly stipend to any gym membership our employees choose.

Please send resume and cover letter to landrews@ascendanalytics.com